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[ Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions.]

1. RepresentF27 = F33 asF3(θ), whereθ3 + 2θ + 1 = 0. Let α = θ2 + 2.

(a) Determine whetherα is a primitive element ofF27. (5)
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(b) Determine whetherα is a normal element ofF27. (5)
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2. Let s andt be bit lengths withs > t. Your task is to find a randoms-bit primep for whichp− 1 has a prime
divisor of bit lengtht.

(a) Describe anefficientalgorithm to compute such a primep. (5)

(b) Express the expected running time of your algorithm in terms of the bit lengthss andt. (5)
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3. [Pocklington primality test] Let n be a positive odd integer whose primality is to be checked. Write
n − 1 = uv, where the complete prime factorization ofu is known, whereasv is composite with no known
factors. (The casev = 1 is also allowed.) Suppose also that for some integera, we havean−1 ≡ 1 (mod n),
whereasgcd(a(n−1)/q − 1, n) = 1 for all prime divisorsq of u.

(a) Prove that every prime factorp of n satisfiesp ≡ 1 (mod u). (Hint: First, show thatu | ordp(a).) (5)

(b) Conclude that ifu >
√

n , thenn is prime. (5)
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(c) Describe a situation when the criterion of Part (b) leads to an efficient algorithm for determining the
primality of n. (Hint: Let all prime factors ofu besmall.) (5)

4. Consider the subexponential expression

Ln(ω, c) = exp
[

c (lnn)ω(ln lnn)1−ω
]

for constantsω andc with 0 < ω < 1 andc > 0. Taken ≈ 21024. Find the values of the expressionsn1/4,
Ln(1/2, 1) andLn(1/3, 2). What do these values tell about known integer-factoring algorithms? (5)
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5. In the original QSM, we sieve around
√

n . Suppose we instead takeH =
⌈√

2n
⌉

andJ = H2 − 2n.

(a) Describe how we can modify the original QSM to work for these values ofH andJ . It suffices to
describe how we get a relation in the modified QSM. There is no need to describe the sieving process or the
linear-algebra phase, or to recommend optimal values forM (sieving limit) andt (size of the factor base).(5)
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(b) Explain why the modified QSM is poorer than the original QSM. (Hint: Look at the approximate
average value of|T (c)|.) (5)
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(c) Despite the objection in Part (b) about the modified QSM, we can exploit it to our advantage. Suppose
that we run two sieves: one around

√
n (the original QSM), and the other around

√
2n (the modified QSM),

each on a sieving interval of length half of that for the original QSM. Justify why this reduction in the length
of the sieving interval is acceptable. Discuss what we gain by using the dual sieve. (5)
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